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1 write convincing arguments 

to support substantive 
claims

write arguments to support 
claims of substantive topics 
or texts, using valid 
reasoning, relevant, and 
sufficient evidence, where I:

write arguments to support 
claims, using valid reasoning 
and relevant evidence

write arguments to support 
clear claims 
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a

a -write a compelling 
introduction

a - introduce precise, 
knowledgeable claims, 
establish the significance of 
claims, distinguish my 
claims from opposing 
claims, and create an 
organization that logically 
sequences claims, 
counterclaims, and 
evidence,

a - introduce knowledgeable 
claims and create a logical 
organization

a - have a clearly 
identifiable introductory 
paragraph
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b

b - develop 
claims/counterclaims fairly 
and thoroughly, supplying 
evidence for and pointing 
out strengths and 
limitations of both sides in a 
manner that anticipates 
audience’s knowledge and 
possible biases,

b - address 
claims/counterclaims fairly, 
supplying evidence for and 
pointing out strengths and 
limitations of both sides in a 
manner that anticipates 
audience’s knowledge and 
possible biases,

b - address 
claims/counterclaims

b - imply 
claims/counterclaims
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c c - use words, phrases, and 
clauses to link all sections of 
the text effectively, creating 
cohesion, and clarifying 
relationships,

c - use words, phrases, and 
clauses to link most sections 
of the text, create cohesion, 
and clarify relationships,

c - use basic words to link 
most sections of the text

c - show little link between 
most sections of the text
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d d - make style choices to 
maintain a distinctive, yet 
formal tone

d - establish and maintain a 
formal style and objective 
tone, while attending to the 
norms of the discipline in 
which they are writing

d - establish and generally 
maintain a formal style and 
objective tone

d - establish and generally 
maintain a style and tone
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e e - provide a powerful 
concluding statement.

e - provide a concluding 
statement or section that 
flows from the presented 
argument.

e - provide a clear 
conclusion.

e - provide an identifiable 
concluding paragraph.
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-2 compel a specific audience 

powerfully toward a specific 
purpose

focus on addressing the 
most specific needs for a 
purpose and audience. 

focus on addressing the 
general needs for a purpose 
and audience. 

sometimes focus on 
addressing the general 
needs for a purpose and 
audience. 

4.0: No errors in standard 
English grammar

3.0: Only one of the errors 
listed below and none of 
the errors listed in the 
column(s) to the right

2.0: None of the errors 
listed below or listed in the 
column(s) to the right

1.o: None of the errors 
listed below

// Unparallel structure mm Misplaced modifier
dm Dangling modifier

vb Incorrect verb form
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mixed Mixed construction shift Inappropriate shift in 
pronoun, verb tense, voice, 
or mood

sv agr Disagreement 
between subject and verb

case Incorrect pronoun case adj, adv Incorrect for of 
adjective or adverb

ref Vague pronoun pn agr Disagreement 
between pronoun and 
antecedent noun
frag Inappropriate fragment
ro Run-on sentence
cs Comma splice

ww Confusion between 
words
plu Incorrect plural form

4.0: No errors in the 
conventions of standard 
English capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling

3.0: None of the errors 
listed below or listed in the 
column(s) to the right

2.0: None of the errors 
listed below or listed in the 
column(s) to the right

1.o: None of the errors 
listed below

= Incorrect hyphen use ; Incorrect use of semicolon, 
or no semicolon used when 
needed

, non-restrict, Commas 
needed around 
nonrestrictive element
restrict Commas placed 
around restrictive element

? or ! or . Missing end 
punctuation

sp Misspelling : Incorrect use of colon, or 
no colon used when needed

adj, adj Comma needed for 
coordinate adjectives

xComma needed for 
conventional setting of of 
date, closing of letter,  
address, tag question, direct 
address, yes or no.

(interruption) Punctuation 
needed to indicate a 
parenthetical interruption

‘ Misused or missing 
apostrophe

… Misused ellipsis or ellipsis 
needed

IC, fanboys IC Missing 
comma in compound 
sentence
cap Error in capitalization
“ “ Incorrectly punctuated 
quotation
IC sub IC
sub IC, IC Incorrectly 
punctuated complex 
sentence
A, B, and C Incorrectly 
punctuated series
title Incorrectly marked title 
of a work

write sentences with clarity 
and grace

write sentences with clarity, 
coherence, cohesion, and 
emphasis

use precise words and 
eliminate wordiness 
(CC.7.L.3.a )

Vary sentence patterns for 
meaning, reader/listener 
interest, and style.* 
(CC.6.L.3.a )

effectively use active and 
passive voice (CC.8.L.3.a )

make no errors in correct 
business letter format

make only one or two 
minor errors in correct 
business letter format 
(heading, greeting, 
introduction, body, closure, 
signature, enclosure, and 
copy)

make some noticeable 
errors in use of correct 
business letter format

hardly follow correct 
business letter format
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